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Ankle joint plays a critical role in balance and mobility.

Ankle muscle weakness and compromised volitional

movement is common among patients post stroke.

Thought early motor rehabilitation is critical to minimize

complications and improve motor recovery post stroke,

little therapeutic attention is allocated to ankle due to

competing rehabilitation priorities and lack of

human/device resources in clinical practice.

This study aimed to investigate the effect of in-bed ankle

robotic training, including a passive stretching and

active strength training, on lower limb motor recovery

for patients at subacute stage.

BACKGROUND

METHOD
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This is a quasi-experimental study design. 43 patients

at subacute stroke stage (Table 1) were allocated to

the study or control group.

Study group (n=25) received robot-guided ankle

movement training (Fig.1A) with procedures showed in

Fig.1B.

Control group (n=18) received passive continuous

ankle movement using the same robot device without

stretching (Fig.1B).

Both groups had a 50-minute training per session, 4

sessions per week over up to 3 weeks. Clinical and

biomechanical measures were evaluated before and

after the multi-session training.
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Item Study group Control group 

Men/Women 19/6 11/7

Age, year 54.5± 15.5 57.9± 16.4

Affected side (L/R),n 11/14 14/4

Time post stroke, days 30± 19 20± 15

Training sessions 13± 4 10± 4

Plantarflexors MAS* 3 (2-3) 2.5 (2-3)

Fugl-Meyer Assessment 

Lower Extremity*

11 (4-16) 12 (5-14)

Biomechanical measures: The 2×2 ANCOVA (between-

group factor: group; within-group factor: time;

covariate: baseline FMA) revealed significant

time×group interaction effects only in ankle active

range of motion (AROM) (p=0.013, η2=0.150) and

dorsiflexors maximal voluntary contraction (MVC)

(p=0.041, η2=0.102), driven by greater significant

increases of AROM and dorsiflexors MVC in the study

group. Main significant improvement was observed in

plantarflexors MVC (p=0.007), regardless of the groups

(Fig. 4).

Clinical measures: The 2×2 ANOVA showed no

significant interaction effects of all clinical measures.

Significant increase after the training was observed at

FMA(p=0.007), Berg Balance Scale (p<0.001) in both

groups.

No adverse effects were reported from the participants.

* Median(IQR)

Fig 3. Outcome measures pre- and post-intervention training for the

study group and control group. (a) FMLE, (b) AROM of affected ankle, (c)

Dorsiflexor MVC, (d) Plantar flexor MVC.

# denotes significant within-group pre-post difference (p<0.05), while

* indicates significant between-group differences (p<0.05). The error bar

represents the standard deviation.
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Fig. 1A. The experimental setup of in-bed robot-guided training using a

wearable ankle robot with controlled ankle passive and active movement

(assist-as-needed), sensitive detection of joint toque and position for real-

time visual feedback training connecting with a monitor.

Fig. 1B A flowchart of the training protocol for two groups using the

wearable ankle robot. The signals used in real-time feedback motor

relearning include the ankle isometric torque and joint movement.
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CONCLUSION

• The robot-guided in-bed training is safe and helpful

in motor recovery for subacute stroke survivors

• Sensorimotor training with a combination of strong

stretching, and active movement training guided by a

wearable rehabilitation robot, could facilitate motor

recovery for patients with subacute stroke.
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